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Occlumens vs legilimens

What are the cleavages? Oklimen is the act of magically closing out one's ideas against Legilimency. It can prevent a Legilimens from accessing one's thoughts and feelings, or influence them. Someone who practices this art is known as an Oclumens. The word is fulfilled from oxygen, hiding, and male,
Latin to mind. Famous OkclumensWhy is it important to protect yourself? The idea is one of the most vulnerable parts of being human being. A person can survive most physical and boiling unemployment. However, if one has a fractured mind or psyche, one can often fall into an abyss and nuts a lot. The
idea controls the body and feeds the soul. What are the advantages of mastering self-restraint? Protecting your ideas from outside forces is one of the greatest tools to protect your inner thoughts and aspirations. You will be able to control your thought patterns, dispense negative self-thinking and self-talk.
You will be able to live a more joyous and positive life. By learning to control your mind you'll also be able to fight curses like Imperio and Crucio to certain measures. What are the dangers you should fail to protect yourself? Let your mind be vulnerable to both external and external influence to reduce the
body's natural defense mechanisms. You'll be open to subliminal penetration in mind, leaving you open for manipulation. Someone else can take over and cause you to lose yourself in your own despair. Even if your models are getting twisted and soon, if not managed you might even collapse preocute to
a sugar break complete and mental. Techniques for protecting your ideas from external infiltration I told you they empty yourself from emotion! ... Foolish people who wear that they are proudly on their sleeves, who cannot control their emotions, who walk in sad memories and allow themselves to be this
easy provocation - weak people, in other words - they stand with no chance against his power! It will enter yourself with absurd facilities, Potter! -- Severus Snape of Harry Potter on struggling to learn OclumencyThe most basic form of Okklimen, judged from Severus Snape's early lessons on the Harry
Potter subject, involves cleaning one's mind – making it empty and empty – in order to prevent a legilimen from knowing one's emotions and thoughts. More advanced occupations involve suppressing only their thoughts, emotions, and memories that would contradict whatever it is an Okklimen want a
Legilimens to believe; by consequently, it is not obvious that the occupation is being used even though the person is lying. It requires a great deal of power, similar to resisting the Imperius Cursor, as well as a large degree of mental and emotional discipline. It is also a method of resisting veritaserum
influence.First and first you must learn to control your own emotions. Your emotion is your weakest quality. They may weaken you and leave you open for external controls. You must learn the 'switch' and compatate them for later Imagine yourself in a chaotic room. There are junk all over the place, but
wait you can see some useful items as well, things you need. But how do you get them? First congested up some solid boxes, making sealed tapes and a marker. Label the boxes: Junk, important, useful. In the Junk box goes all of these things that you no longer need, the anger in which kids stole your
candy, the irritation of your parents. Things are just dragging you down. In the useful box, you insert everything that can be used, but not essential at this point in time. That feeling of joy when we accomplish something, rage just this when someone does something wrong. In the most important box, the
most important box, you put in all the core emotions. The things that you need every day. Joy, love, excitement, etc. Then take all these boxes, mark them clearly and seal them tightly. Leave a pair of surveillance and extra cassettes close to the boxes. This is to use when the appropriate time comes to
pull an emotion or thought from a particular box. But remember to still seal them up again! You now have a nice room and order, where you can find what you are looking for the moment it is necessary. Once you've mastered the art of controlling your emotions and command your thoughts, in
visualization, you can turn the coin onto its flip side. Now when someone should try to infiltrate your mind you will be able to either disturb or reflect it. Reflection means to reroute the attempt at infiltration into a tremendous area of mind, one where no information can be found. If you reflect you will be able
to take that person's energy and return it to them, infiltration their thoughts instead. Source: HP LexiconHarry Potter WikiCredit at: Prof. Deidre Greeff There's a lot of Harry Potter that is never fully explained. After the third book, we've never seen any more of time-travel (no, we don't consider the curse
child), the Department of Mystery still keeps its secret and we still don't know the grisely details of creating a horcrux. And there's a lot of it that doesn't make sense, owing to a lack of information. In Book 5, we learn that witch can read someone else's mind using Legitimen and protect themselves from
unwanted invasion by learning Shrimp. These two magical arts, as interesting as they may seem, targetg a lot of questions. Here are some of them. 10 Why isn't he teaching at Hogwarts? There are so many characters in the book capable of reading wits. Dumbledore, Voldemot, Snape Severus, maybe
even the Sorting Hat. And although, the first three have been educated at Hogwarts, subjects are not taught there for some reason. Well, so maybe they learned it on their own, or later, or had special classes, just like the ones between China and Harry. But given that some of the most powerful witch self-
accomplished Legilimens, it makes sense for Oclumency to be teaching students, if only to protect themselves. 9 Why isn't it more widely used? Legitimen are very powerful. You can invade someone's mind, find their deepest secrets and even the vision of plants. It can be easily used for the wrong
ending. And unlike Veritaserum or the true portion of use is carefully controlled by the Ministry, it seems to have not much protection against Legilimency, except for good, Ohilles. So why isn't it used during criminal trials or investigation? Sirius Black was sent to Azkaban without a trial, but if they read
himself, they would know he was innocent and Pettigrew was the real guilty. 8 Voldemort Trust Snape despite knowing he's been eligible on occasion so if you're good at occupation, it's obvious. Snape is trying to read Draco's self but Draco's skill stopped him, after learning occupation from his tent,
Bellatrix Lestrange. In fact, Snape has used Ohilles all these years, hiding his true alleluity from the Dark Lord. But if you were power-hungry Voldemot and you never could read yourself to one of your best servants, wouldn't you at least suspect in them? 7 Legitimen ask for eye-contact, but Voldemort
Can Harry's idea of Will Legs we know what you're going to say, Harry was a Horcrux and part of Voldemort's soul being trapped in him, allowing the replacement of two-way communication. But hear us out. Legitimen are a learning skill that requires eye contact in order to depth in someone's mind, and
Ohlmen is your counter-protection for it. But the connection between Harry and Voldemort was direct, which meant Voldemort did not need to use Legilimency, as he had already connected to each of his horcruxes. And perhaps that was why Harry couldn't learn Shrimp, as he can only be used to counter
Legilimency and not their side effects for being a horcrux. 6 How did the Ohilles and Saturn memories work? From what we know, a really powerful legit can even break into Champ Memories. But what about the other way around? If you had to modify your memory, would that affect your skills in
Occupation? Or what if you've made forgotten certain things? That's something the books have left unanswered, even now. 5 Why aren't we any more pensise? The pensieve is a curious device that lets you explore your own memory in great detail. In the fifth book, we learn that it can be used to protect
yourself from unwanted mental intrusion. He still didn't protect Snape from having Harry glimpse his worst memory, but this is a different problem. But given that it's such a mighty device, doesn't it make sense to have more similar devices? It would make sense to have devices that can temporarily store
the memory used by Ministry officials and those in power, protect their secrets. 4 If shrimp and resist the curse of Imperius ask for the same skills, why is Harry so wrong in the former? Snape tells us that being advocated in Oclumency requires the mental fotid even as resisting the Imperius Curseur. But
Harry potter can't be controlled by the Imperius Cursors, is absolutely pathetic at the We've already discussed our theory about why Harry's Oclumency didn't work on Voldemort, but what about others? Or was it simple because Harry hated Snape and put in effort exactly zero at it? 3 If China Can Use
Legitimen, Why Didn't It Believe Harry Potter's End of Book Three? Later on, we assessed that Snape had been Harry's leader since the first book. But at the end of the Azkaban prisoner, when Harry and Hermione used Turner's time to help Sirius escape over Buckbeak, China blame them and refuse to
believe the truth about Pettigrew. In his fury and stimulus, he even allows it to accidentally slide that Lupin is a therapist. But if he had just read yourself in the minds of Harry Potter at the Hospital Wing, he would know the truth.2 Why isn't Queenie hounded for reading the people's minds in Will? Reading
people's minds without consent is a violation of their privacy and should be regarded as a capital offense. At least, people should have ways to protect themselves from it, especially if they don't know Oklimen. In their fantastic movies, the character of Queenie Goldstein is a natural legilimen, who she wits
people at volunteering at volunteers, especially that of Jacob, a who he later falls in love with. And although he is sold, he has never faced any form of persecution for him. Of course, his intentions are wrong, but that doesn't make it right for people to practice vegetables like this. 1 No Legilimens Sound
More Like Mind-Control? Snape tells us that Legilimency is more complicated than mind-reading. In fact, Voldemort even had the power to enter people's minds and vision alternating plants in order to control them. Voldemot planted a false image of Sirius to lure Harry from Hogwarts and into the mystery
departments. Harry was literally under Voldemort's control and walked right into his traps. And that makes Lejilimency sound a lot like mind-control and very similar to the Curse of Imperius. And while the letter is an unforgettable curse and using it can ensure a life sentence in Azkaban, the former can be
used by just about anyone, as long as they learn it. Now that doesn't make much sense. NEXT UP: Harry Potter: 10 Characters Who Could Have Duelde Voldemort &amp; Win Next Potter Harry: Which Topic Would Professor Hogwarts Teach In Regular School? Topics related on author Archita Mittra (14
published articles) more from Archita Mittra
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